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TAD - Busted Circuits and Ringing Ears

This is as fresh as it gets. Christ ventured down to Earth for a very
singular purpose. It was to create a
bloodline that would one day find
itself in the sounds and
images contained in this DVD.
Back in the beginning there was a
movement forged by bands such
as Green River and Mudhoney, as
well as the nascent act known as
Malfunkshun. Led by the great
Andrew Wood before his tragic
and untimely death to a heroin
overdose, came the eternal group
Mother Love Bone. Their album,
which has inspired ilk such
as Jane’s Addiction, and Guns n’
Roses, was called Apple and its
release turned the world’s eye upon our little hamlet of Seattle.
Grunge was born.

Then came the big five. Alice in Chains, Pearl Jam, Soundgarden,
Nirvana, and Tad. Equally as good as the others in terms of both skill
and intent, this cadre somehow managed to fly under the radar of
conventionality to such a degree that when the world famous label,
Sub Pop, signed them. They were an instant hit. The front man is an
individual whose massive physique belies a voice only appreciated by
the more truly benevolent angels. This film contains a masterful array
of documentary, conceived in such a fashion that when you begin to
understand what these people had to go through to arrive at their
inevitable conclusion of worth, it all makes sense. Soldiers kill,
butchers chop meat, and these guys venture into surrealism’s
unknown by bringing back the music.

I won’t divulge any of the finer details, but suffice to say that what
you will see may send your soul soaring to new heights of trepidation
in a catharsis of pure euphony, just for the sheer pleasure of it. Also
included are five outstanding music videos that will stand the test of
time for their absolute expression in multimedia. The work has a
collusion quality that eases the fact that dotcom yuppies have invaded
our town and set up elite communities through the systematic
destruction of all previous culture. In fact it may make you realize
that the only reason for life is to live it, in order to find the true
purpose that binds us as one.

Love what you see, because the first shot is always the best. If you
were to meet Tad on that street, you would probably not recognize
that he is one of the main hallmarks in the annals of our city’s
history, but match him up with this program and you will realize that
within the body, of what can easily pass as an everyman, lies a forge
upon the crucible of will. The creature within hungers to be released
and this video does it for ya. More than anything, we come to
understand that through art, in all its variegated forms, comes a
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